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The development of a two zone k-e turbulence model for the cycle-simulation soft-
ware is presented. The in-cylinder turbulent flow field of internal combustion en-
gines plays the most important role in the combustion process. Turbulence has a
strong influence on the combustion process because the convective deformation of
the flame front as well as the additional transfer of the momentum, heat, and mass
can occur. The development and use of numerical simulation models are prompted
by the high experimental costs, lack of measurement equipment and increase in
computer power. In the cycle-simulation codes, multi zone models are often used
for rapid and robust evaluation of key engine parameters. The extension of the sin-
glezoneturbulencemodeltothetwozonemodelispresentedanddescribed.Turbu-
lence analysis was focused only on the high pressure cycle according to the as-
sumption of the homogeneous and isotropic turbulent flow field. Specific
modifications of differential equation derivatives were made in both cases (single
andtwozone).Validationwasperformedontwoenginegeometriesfordifferenten-
gine speeds and loads. Results of the cycle-simulation model for the turbulent ki-
neticenergyandthecombustionprogressvariablearecomparedwiththeresultsof
3-D computational fluid dynamics simulations. Very good agreement between the
turbulent kinetic energy during the high pressure cycle and the combustion prog-
ress variable was obtained. The two zone k-e turbulence model showed a further
progress in terms of prediction of the combustion process by using only the turbu-
lent quantities of the unburned zone.
Key words: internal combustion engine, turbulence modeling, quasi-dimensional
model, fractal combustion model, cycle-simulation
Introduction
In-cylinder flows of internal combustion engines are always turbulent due to the com-
plex geometriesanddynamicboundary conditions. Understanding theflowswithin thecylinder
is a necessary step in the prediction of performances of spark ignition (SI) and compression ig-
nition (CI) engines. The turbulent flow field inside the SI engine combustion chamber greatly
influences therateofheatrelease,theair-fuelmixingandstratification andtheformationofpol-
lutants; therefore, it has a great influence on the engine thermal efficiency [1-3].
Thedemandforturbulence modelingcomesasaconsequence ofincreaseddemandfor
quasi-dimensional combustion models which require an accurate prediction of the turbulent
flow field inside the combustion chamber [4-7]. Various turbulence models for the simulations
of SI engines have been developed and analyzed in the last few decades. The k-e turbulence
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* Corresponding author; e-mail: momir.sjeric@fsb.hrmodel has often been used, including different modifications to equations for compressibility
effects [8-10]. Tabaczynski [9] showed that the piston geometry can significantly change the
evolution of the turbulent kinetic energy (k) during the high pressure cycle (HPC). Ramos [8]
applied two different turbulence models, the full k-e turbulence model and the algebraic e
model,tothesameengine geometry.Theresultswereanalyzed but theywerenot validated with
experimental data. Agarwal et al. [6] showed different single and two zone turbulence model
formulations (algebraic e model and k-e turbulence model) which were applied to the quasi-di-
mensional SI combustion model. In all the work mentioned above, the turbulence model coeffi-
cients are calibrated by the experimental results of the in-cylinder pressure. The turbulent ki-
neticenergiesobtainedbydifferentmodelshavebeenanalyzedandcompared,buttheyhavenot
been compared with experimental or CFD results. The overall structure of the quasi-dimen-
sional SI combustion model contains a turbulence model and a model that calculates the burned
mass fraction based on the calculated turbulence intensity. Calibration of turbulence coeffi-
cients based on the in-cylinder pressure can produce different turbulence profiles during com-
bustion, with different combustion model coefficients.
This paper presents the continuation of the previous work where a single zone k-e tur-
bulence modelanditsimplementationincycle-simulationsoftware(AVLBoost)aremade[11].
The single zone turbulence modelpresented in [11] is extended to a two zone turbulence model.
Theaimofthetwozoneturbulence modelistoslowdowntheflamepropagation asthecombus-
tion approaches the end. In this way slowing down of the combustion is calculated by a physi-
cally based model unlike previous approach where a correlation base wall-combustion burning
model was used. The two zone turbulence model is using a particular simplification which has
not been documented before. Both (single and two zone) turbulence models are applied to the
quasi-dimensional combustion modelwhich divides the cylinder into a burned and an unburned
zone.
During the development process, the results of the turbulence models were compared
with the appropriate results of the turbulent quantities fromthe 3-D CFD calculations. By using
this approach, the turbulence results were separated from the influence of combustion model.
Once the turbulence quantities are matched, the combustion model was verified by comparing
the results of combustion progress obtained by cycle-simulation and by 3-D CFD.
Modeling of turbulence
Background
Turbulent flow is usually described in terms of the steady mean value of velocity ui
and itsfluctuating component ui'that oscillates around the meanvalue [1, 12].Therefore, the in-
stantaneous velocity uican be expressed as: ui(t)=uu i i  . Besides velocity, all other quantities
such as pressure and density vary in space and time and can also be expressed as a sum of the
mean and the fluctuating part. This approach is often called the Reynolds decomposition [1].
The k-e turbulence model is the model that is most commonly used by researchers de-
veloping or applying multi dimensional codes in engineering problems. It includes two trans-
port equations, one forthe turbulent kinetic energy k[m2s–2]and the other forits dissipation rate
k[m2s–3][1, 8, 12]. The Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)equations arederived bythe
application of Reynolds decomposition and by neglecting fluctuations in density, pressure and
viscous stress tensor. This paper is focused on the two-equation k-e turbulence model in which
theReynoldsstresstensorisrelatedtothegradientsofvelocityandeddyviscosity.Thestandard
k-e turbulence model is based on the best understanding of the relevant processes that change
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dard k-e turbulence model are derived from RANS equations after the multiplication by the tur-
bulence velocity u' and averaging over time. They are employed in all CFD codes that use the
k-e turbulence model.
Single zone k-e turbulence model
Production and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy are always closely linked,
which means that the dissipation rate is higher when the level of production of turbulent kinetic
energy is high [1]. The production of turbulent kinetic energy is usually calculated by using the
generally accepted Boussinesq approximation [1, 8, 14]. Assuming that there is equilibrium be-
tween the production and the dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, standard differential equa-
tions of zero dimensional approach can be extended by including the diffusion term considered
as a boundary flux between the burned and the unburned zone [8, 10]:
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where n [m2s–1] is the kinematic viscosity and r [kgm–3] is density of the cylinder mixture. If
eqs. (1) and (2) are compared to the multi dimensional transport equations, one can notice that
the zero dimensional model neglects the following: convective and diffusion change in turbu-
lent kinetic energy and its dissipation rate, shear effects and the second order term in the dilata-
tion effect of production.
The turbulence processes can be best understood by adopting the energy cascade phe-
nomenon described in [15]. When the mass flows into the combustion chamber, the mean mac-
roscopicvelocityofthecylindermixtureincreasesaswellasthemeankinetic energy.Themean
kinetic energy is represented by large scale eddies that are unstable and therefore are decom-
posed into progressively smaller eddies. The turbulent kinetic energy is represented by small
scale eddies that continuously become smaller and are finally dissipated into heat by the effect
of viscous forces. This process is always unidirectional, which means that the turbulent kinetic
energycan emergeonlyfromthe meankinetic energy. During the exhaust, when the massflows
out of the cylinder, the mean and the turbulent kinetic energy decrease.
It is known from literature [6, 8-10] that the in-cylinder turbulent flow field can be
considered to be homogeneous and isotropic during the late part of the compression stroke and
near TDC.Since equations ofthe zero dimensional approach are derived assumingthe homoge-
nousandisotropic turbulent flowfield,theturbulence modelisapplied onlytothehigh pressure
cycle. If the Reynolds number inside the combustion chamber is not large enough, the large
scaleeddiesinteractwiththesmalleronesandeqs.(1)and(2)arenolongervalid.Inordertoap-
ply eqs. (1) and (2) to the cases with different Reynolds numbers and to achieve results of the
turbulent kinetic energy that would be comparable to the 3-D CFD results, an additional coeffi-
cient Ceps was added to eq. (2):
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Finally, eqs. (1) and (3) are used for the calculation of turbulence and they are imple-
mentedinthecycle-simulationsoftware(AVLBoost).Moredetailsaboutthesinglezoneturbu-
lence model and its validation are presented in [11].
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As noted earlier, during combustion, the model of cycle-simulation software divides
the cylinder mixture into two separated zones, burned and unburned. On the other hand, the tur-
bulence model described above calculates only the mean turbulence kinetic energy and applies
it to both zones. It is known from the combustion theory [16, 17] that physical properties of the
unburned zone play the most important roles in the combustion process. The turbulent kinetic
energy of the unburned zone causes convective deformation of the flame front, with additional
transfer of momentum, heat, and mass. Therefore, in order to be able to predict the combustion
progress better and physically more accurate, the turbulence kinetic energies of both zones
should be calculated separately. This section describes the extension of the single zone turbu-
lence model into a two zone turbulence model.
Thepreviouslydefinedsinglezonemodel[11]isabletocalculate themeanturbulence
kinetic energy of the cylinder mixture well. This fact was exploited in the development of the
twozonemodel.Insteadofsettingthemodelthatwillcalculatethechangesinturbulencekinetic
energy of the burned and of the unburned zone [6], the two zone model that is presented in this
paper calculates the mean(total) turbulent kinetic energy and the turbulent kinetic energy of the
unburned zone. The turbulence values of the burned zone can then be explicitly calculated by
the mean values of the cylinder mixture and by the values obtained in the unburned zone. When
the cylinder mixture is divided into the burned and the unburned zone, the conservation law of
the total turbulent kinetic energy has to be satisfied. In accordance with this statement, several
expressions can be written:
ktot =x BkBZ +( 1–xB)kUZ (4)
Ptot =x BPBZ +( 1–xB)PUZ (5)
etot =x BeBZ +( 1–xB)eUZ (6)
where physical quantities with the index “tot”
denote specific quantities related to the total
cylinder mixture; “BZ” and “UZ” are related to
the burned zone and unburned zone, respec-
tively. Burned mass ratio xB represents the ratio
between the massof the burned zone and the to-
tal in-cylinder mass. When the total and un-
burned zone turbulent kinetic energies are
known, the turbulent kinetic energy of the
burned zone can easily be computed from eq.
(4). Results of the total turbulent kinetic energy
and that of the unburned zone, calculated by
3-D CFD software, are shown qualitatively in
fig. 1.
It can be seen that the turbulent kinetic en-
ergy of the unburned zone never exceeds the
value of the total turbulent kinetic energy (kUZ  ktot). When one wants to obtain similar profiles
by using the cycle-simulation model, the production-to-dissipation ratio of the specific zones
has to be controlled. Since the two zone turbulence model strategy used here does not take into
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Figure 1. Example of the turbulent kinetic
energies from 3-D CFD during combustionaccount the production and the dissipation rate of the burned zone, the full control between the
production-to-dissipation ratio of total mixture and that of the unburned zone cannot be estab-
lished.
The production of turbulent kinetic energy is almost always positive [14]. Negative
production of turbulent kinetic energy means that the small scale eddies are merged together
creating large scale eddies, which is in contradiction to the energy cascade phenomenon. The
dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy is also always positive. Therefore, from eqs. (5) and
(6), the following expressions can be written:
[Ptot –( 1–x B)PUZ]  0 (7)
[etot –( 1–x B)eUZ]  0 (8)
If conditions presented by eqs. (7) and (8) are not satisfied, corrections to the produc-
tion and the dissipation rate of the unburned zone have to be made. The corrections are madeby
assumingthat, in the case when the conditions presented byeqs. (7)and (8)are not satisfied, the
production and the dissipation of the burned zone are 0. In that case, the correction to the pro-
duction and the dissipation of the unburned zone is made in the following manner:
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With the corrected production and dissipation, the change in turbulent kinetic energy
and its dissipation rate of the unburned zone can be calculated by using a differential equation
similar to that used in the single zone model:
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whereCeps
UZ isthenewlyintroduced userdefinedcoefficient. Equations (11)and(12)areusedto-
gether with eqs. (1) and (3), where the latter are used for the calculation of the change in the
mean (total) cylinder turbulent kinetic energy and of its dissipation rate.
Combustion modeling
Combustion process is a complex physical phenomenon which includes turbulence,
chemical reactions and combustion chamber wall interaction. Studying and modeling turbulent
combustion areimportantissues in the development and improvementofpractical systemssuch
asrockets,internalcombustionengines,industrialburners,andfurnaces.Numericalsimulations
of turbulent flames are a fast growing field because combustion is a complex phenomenon
which is difficult to calculate by using analytical techniques [16]. There are a lot of combustion
modelsavailableformultidimensionalcalculations (flame-sheetmodels,flameletmodels,eddy
break-up model). An extended coherent flame model (ECFM) was used in the presented analy-
sis in 3-D CFD calculations, while the fractal combustion model was used in the cycle-simula-
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lished before, the method of equations application is changed when two zone turbulence model
is applied. Therefore, the model will be briefly described in the following section.
The fractal combustion model [4, 5] is one of the flamelet models where the flame
front is considered as an infinitely thin and highly wrinkled area due to the effects of turbulent
eddies of different length scales. During the gas exchange process and compression, calcula-
tions are carried out as a single zone model. After the occurrence of spark, the plasmaformation
and the flame kernel evolution take place. Kernel initiation process ends about 200 ms after the
spark discharge, when the flame front reaches a radius of about 2 mm. During this period, the
burningspeedisveryhighanddependsontheenergyreleasedbytheignition system.Duetothe
complexity of the kernel formation processes, the calculation of combustion starts at the end of
thekernelinitiation withastableandsphericallyshapedsmoothflameof2mminradius.Atthis
point, the cylinder mixture is divided into two separated zones, the burned and the unburned
zone. The wrinkled flame front propagates through the unburned zone at the laminar flame
speed SL [4, 5]. If the single zone turbulence model is applied, the overall burning rate is calcu-
lated as a weighted mean of the two combustion rates:
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where w2 is the weight function that is equal to 0 during the fully developed turbulent combus-
tion, (dmb/dt)fract – the fractal combustion rate, and (dmb/dt)wall-comb – the wall combustion burn-
ing rate. When the two zone turbulence model is used, the last term of eq. (13) can be omitted
and the overall burning rate is equal to the fractal combustion rate. The fractal combustion rate
can be calculated by the turbulent flame surface area AT and the laminar flame speed SL:
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where ru is the unburned zone density.
TheturbulentflamesurfaceareaATiscalculatedaccordingtothefractaltheory[18]:
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where AL is the laminar flame surface area and LI and lk are the maximum and the minimum
length scales of turbulent eddies. The laminar flame surface area AL is calculated as a fully
smooth area of the sphere whose center is located in the spark plug position. The fractal dimen-
sion D3 is a function of the laminar flame speed SL and the turbulent intensity u' [5, 19]:
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where D3,min and D3,max are the lower and the upper limit of the fractal dimension, respectively.
Equation (16) shows that a higher value of turbulent kinetic energy increases the fractal dimen-
sion, which then increases the wrinkled turbulent flamesurface area AT, eq. (15). The maximum
integral length scale required foreq. (15) iscalculated directly fromthe turbulent kinetic energy
(k) and its dissipation rate (e) [1]:
L k
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3
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and etot are used, the two zone turbulence model uses the turbulent kinetic energy and the dissi-
pation rate of the unburned zone (kUZ and eUZ).
The minimum length scale is calculated assuming the isotropic turbulence [20]:
l
L
k
I 
Re 3 4 (18)
where Re is the Reynolds number. In a two zone turbulence model, the Reynolds number is
based on the quantities of the unburned zone.
This change in calculation of minimum and maximum integral length scale changes
thecalculatedratiousedineq.(15)whichdefinestheturbulentflamesurface.Thisfinallyhasan
impact on the calculation of combustion progress.
The ratios of maximumto minimumintegral
length scales during the combustion process are
shown in fig. 2. The first profile (full line) is
based on the mean (total) turbulent quantities
that are calculated when the single zone k-e tur-
bulence model is used. The second profile
(dashed line) is the profile obtained when the
unburned zone turbulent quantities are used,
which is made possible when the two zone k-e
turbulence model is applied. Since the turbulent
kinetic energy and the volume of the unburned
zone rapidly decrease during combustion, it is
logical that the maximum length scale (charac-
teristic for large scale eddies) decreases and that the ratio of integral length scales decreases.
Thisbehaviorresultsinthefactthattheturbulent flamesurfaceatthelatepartofthecombustion
becomes very similar to the laminar one. Besides that, the fractal dimension also comes close to
the minimumvalue asthe combustion comesto an end because the turbulent intensity ofthe un-
burned zone at the late part of the combustion is very low. When turbulent quantities of the un-
burnedzoneareusedinthecalculation ofcombustion,theslowingdownofthecombustionpro-
cess at the late stages is correctly predicted, which makes the wall-combustion part of the
calculation unnecessary, eq. (13).
Simulation results and discussion
The validation of the single and two zone
turbulence models implemented in the cy-
cle-simulation software was performed with re-
spect to the 3-D CFD results of two single cyl-
inder engine models. Part load and full load
cases for low and high engine speeds were ana-
lyzed.Computationalmeshesof3-DCFDmod-
els at TDC are shown in fig. 3. Unstructured
movingmesheswereusedwithadifferentnum-
ber of computational cells. The cycle-simula-
tion model which corresponds to both engines
isshownontherightsideoffig.3.Differentge-
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Figure 2. Ratios of maximum of minimum
integral length during combustion
Figure 3. Simulation models in the 3-D CFD and
in the cycle-simulation model [11]ometries of the combustion chamber are defined by the specification of chamber geometry pa-
rameterssuch asbore, stroke, height ofthe combustion head, angles ofthe pentroof shape, ridge
eccentricity, etc.
The calculation model is comprised of
the cylinder (C1), the intake and the ex-
haust pipes and the system boundaries
(SB1 and SB2). In system boundaries, the
specific boundary conditions (pressure,
temperature, mixture composition), close
to the intake and exhaust valves are de-
fined. The main geometric parameters of
the two different engines are specified in
tab.1.Validation wasperformedbysimu-
lating two operating points of each en-
gine. Two different loads of Engine 1 at
2000 rpmand two different engine speeds
at full load (wide open throttle – WOT) of
Engine2wereconsidered.Eachoperating
point was simulated with the single and
the two zone k-e turbulence model. Turbulence model coefficients that were used in the simula-
tions are listed in tab. 2. The coefficient Cign represents the ignition formation multiplier which
is used for tuning the ignition delay [21]. Since this coefficient linearly increases or decreases
the time of the ignition delay, it has to be calibrated for each operating point. This is the main
Sjeri}, M., et al.: Development of a Two Zone Turbulence Model and ...
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Table 1. Specifications of single cylinder engine
Engine 1 Engine 2
Displaced volume 550 cm3 400 cm3
Stroke 95 mm 81 mm
Bore 86 mm 79 mm
Connecting rod 147 mm 137 mm
Compression ratio 11.1:1 11.1:1
Number of valves 4 4
Exhaust valve open 40° CA bBDC 40° CA bBDC
Exhaust valve close 10° CA aTDC 20° CA aTDC
Inlet valve open 25° CA bTDC 5° CA bTDC
Inlet valve close 50° CA aBDC 55° CA aBDC
Table 2. Overview of the used constants and coefficients in the cycle-simulation software
Engine 1 Engine 2
Operating conditions
Case 1 Case 2 Case 1 Case 2
Engine speed 2000 rpm 2000 rpm 1500 rpm 5500 rpm
Engine load 2.9 bar BMEP WOT WOT WOT
Spark timing 35° CA bTDC 5° CA bTDC 0° 16° CA bTDC
A/F ratio 14.5
Fuel type Gasoline
Mix. preparation External
Single and two zone k-e parameters
C2 1.92
Ceps 2.35
Ceps
UZ 3.50
Parameters of fractal combustion model
Cign 7.50 2.00 0.001 1.60
Ct 0.90 0.50
xB at wall comb. start 0.55 (1z); – (2z) 0.45 (1z); – (2z) 0.70 (1z); – (2z) 0.50 (1z); – (2z)
D3,max 2.45 (1z model); 2.52 (2z model)disadvantage of the current combustion model and further improvements should include the
definitionofignitiondelaybasedoncertainphysicalphenomena.Inordertocalculatethedevel-
opment of the fully turbulent flame, i. e. the transition period from the laminar to turbulent
flame, the following expression is used [22]:
DtC
L
u
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where LI and u' are the integral length scale and the turbulence intensity at the start of combus-
tion, respectively.
The coefficient Ct is the user-defined coefficient listed in tab. 2 and should be cali-
bratedforcertainengineconfigurations. Thetransitiontimecalculated byeq.(19)isequaltothe
time required for the decay of the turbulent eddies at the start of combustion.
When the flame front reaches the cylinder walls, the combustion process is slowed
down. The wall limits the gas expansion, constrains all flows, and cools the expanding gases.
All of these factors change the fundamental behavior of combustion that is significantly differ-
ent from that of a flame propagating freely across the chamber. The wall combustion burning
rate, eq. (13), is applied when the specific ratio of burned mass is reached. It is defined by the
user constant xB listed in tab. 2. When the two zone k-e turbulence model is used, the unburned
zone turbulence quantities (integral length scales, turbulence intensity) define the propagation
of the flame across the chamber and the wall combustion burning mode is omitted. In this case
the user-defined constant xB is not necessary.
Various theories have been proposed [19, 21] for the upper limit of the fractal dimen-
sion (D3,max) in a premixed flame propagating through a flow field with a large Reynolds num-
ber. In this analysis, the upper limit of the fractal dimension is set to the uniform value D3,max=
= 2.45 when the single zone turbulence model is applied, and to the uniform value D3,max= 2.52
inthecaseoftwozoneturbulencemodel.ThevaluesofD3,maxarethesameinbothenginegeom-
etries.Bothturbulencemodelcoefficients,CepsandCeps
UZ aresettoasinglevalueforbothengines
in all conditions, giving very good agreement of the turbulent kinetic energies and the progress
variables compared to 3-D CFD results.
The reference results for comparisons were obtained by 3-D CFD simulations. These
simulations were performed as full cycle simulations including the intake and the exhaust
stroke. The presented results of turbulent kinetic energies calculated by 3-D CFD code are mass
averaged so that the values can be compared with the cycle-simulation results. Mass averaging
is performed within the domain of interest, i. e. within the entire cylinder, the burned zone and
the unburned zone. The separation of zones is defined on the basis of the value of progress vari-
able within each computational cell.
Since transport eqs. (1) and (3) of the k-e turbulence model are not supposed to be ap-
plied during the gas exchange process, the calculation of turbulence within the cycle simulation
is started at the intake valve closure (IVC). The initial value of the turbulent kinetic energy (at
the IVC)in the cycle-simulation modelisdefined fromthe 3D-CFDresult at the timethat corre-
sponds to the IVC event. On the other hand, the initial value of dissipation rate (e) could not be
defined in the same way. Since transport eqs. (1) and (3) are not the same as the ones in 3-D
CFD,thesameinitial value ofdissipation ratewouldgive adifferentinitial gradient ofturbulent
kinetic energy in a cycle-simulation model. Therefore, the initial value of dissipation rate is ob-
tained from eq. (1), satisfying the condition that the gradient of turbulent kinetic energy is the
same in 3-D CFD and in the cycle-simulation model at the IVC.
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load.Resultsofthetotalturbulentkineticenergies(ktot)areshowninfig.4.Thepredictionofthe
total turbulent kinetic energy obtained by cycle-simulation is in good agreement with 3-D CFD
results. The shapes of the curves are correctly predicted, only the peak values are slightly under
predictedinthisengineconfiguration. Sincethezerodimensionalapproachofturbulencemodel
is based on the assumption of homogeneous and isotropic flow field, the under prediction of
peak values can be explained by neglecting convective and diffusion effects [10]. The most in-
teresting partoftheprocessistheturbulent combustion phase since inthisperiod theturbulence
quantities influence the combustion. Thestartsofcombustion markedwithvertical dashed lines
are presented in fig. 4. It can be observed that the total kinetic energies during combustion are
predicted very well.
Figure 5 presents the level of the turbulent kinetic energies in the burned (BZ) and the
unburned zone (UZ). The total kinetic energy of the two zone modelis almostthe sameas in the
single zone model since the equations are the same. The left boundaries of fig. 5 are the start of
combustion which are marked with vertical dashed lines in fig. 4. During the early combustion
phase, there is a difference in the prediction of k in the BZ, but this zone is at that momentsmall
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Figure 4. Total turbulent kinetic energy; Engine 1 – Case 1 (left) and Case 2 (right)
Figure 5. Unburned and burned turbulent kinetic energy; Engine 1 – Case 1 (left) and Case 2 (right)anddoesnothaveasignificant influence ontheoverall turbulence oronthecombustion.Turbu-
lent kinetic energy of the UZ which is used in the calculation of combustion is predicted very
well.
The application of two zone k-e turbulence model shows a significant improvement to
the cycle-simulation model in terms of prediction of the combustion process without the neces-
sityforartificialwallcombustion.Thiscanbeseeninfig.6.Bothcalculations (1Zand2Z)show
agoodcomparisonoftheprogressofcombustion,butinthecaseoftwozonemodel,theslowing
downofcombustioncomesasaconsequenceofprogressofturbulentkineticenergyintheUZ.
Intab.2onecannotice thatmostofturbulence coefficients arethesameinboth condi-
tions, and in fact they are the same in both engine geometries. The ignition formation multiplier
Cign is different in each case, and this has been noted earlier as a possible improvement to the
model. In the case of single zone turbulence model, the wall combustion constant xB is different
in each case, but when the two zone turbulence modelisused there isno need to define this con-
stant.Theonlycoefficient thatischanged inthetwoenginegeometries,besidesCign,isthecoef-
ficientCt.Thesameresultsastheonesshowninfigs.4-6,butnowfordifferentenginegeometry
and conditions (Engine 2), are shown in figs. 7-9.
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Figure 6. Progress variable; Engine 1 – Case 1 (left) and Case 2 (right)
Figure 7. Total turbulent kinetic energy; Engine 2 – Case 1 (left) and Case 2 (right)In the second engine geometry, the cases are characterized by different engine speeds
at full load. The results fromthe second geometry show a better prediction of peak values of the
turbulent kinetic energy that occur near TDC. The profile during combustion is also predicted
well in these cases. Figure 8 again shows how levels of turbulent kinetic energies in BZ and UZ
aredifferentduringcombustionandthatthetwozonemodelcancapturetheprofilesofbothval-
ues during most of the combustion period. The mass burning rate represented by the progress
variable is also predicted very well without using the wall combustion in the two zone model.
Comparison of the results of engine 1 and 2 and their conditions show that the change
in overall turbulence when engine load is changed is much smaller than the change that occurs
whentheenginespeedischanged. Achangeintheenginespeedfrom1500rpmto5500rpmhas
changed the total turbulence kinetic energy by almost two orders of magnitude. The turbulence
Sjeri}, M., et al.: Development of a Two Zone Turbulence Model and ...
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Figure 8. Unburned and burned turbulent kinetic energy; Engine 2 – Case 1 (left) and Case 2 (right)
Figure 9. Progress variable; Engine 2 – Case 1 (left) and Case 2 (right)model presented here has captured these differences although most of the differences are a con-
sequence of changes during the intake process which is not modeled here. The influence of
changes during the intake process is captured here by different initial conditions. Further im-
provementtothemodelcouldincludemodelingoftheintakeprocesswhichwouldmakethecal-
culation of cycle-simulation model independent on the initial conditions.
Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity analysis gives the information regarding the influence of some input
parameters on the output results, particularly when the new coefficients are introduced in the
model. The influence of the coefficient Ceps on the overall turbulence level and on the combus-
tionprogressisdemonstratedanddescribedindetailin[11].Thesensitivityoftwozone k-etur-
bulence modeltothevalue ofnewcoefficient Ceps
UZ ispresented infig.10whereallotherparam-
eters were kept constant. A lower value ofCeps
UZ coefficient decreases the dissipation rate of the
UZproducing ahigher turbulent kinetic energy ofthe samezone. Onthe other hand, byincreas-
ingCeps
UZ coefficient the turbulent kinetic energy of the UZ is slightly reduced as it is shown in
fig. 10 (left). SinceCeps
UZ coefficient does not have any influence on the total in-cylinder turbu-
lence level, the results of this value are not shown here.
Influence oftheCeps
UZ coefficient onthe combustion process, showninfig.10(right), is
reasonable due to the dependence of combustion process on the UZ turbulence level. From the
abovefigureitisevident thattherearenosignificant changesduringtheearlycombustionphase
(until ~30% of the cylinder mixture is burned). During the later part of the combustion, some
differences can be observed. Lower value of Ceps
UZ produces larger values of turbulence which
then leads to faster combustion rates. But when these differences are compared to the differ-
ences obtained when Ceps is changed (described in [11]), it can be concluded that the proposed
k-eturbulence modelisweaklysensitive tothe value of Ceps
UZ coefficient. Therefore, moreatten-
tion should be paid on the selection of the Ceps coefficient when one wants to obtain a good pre-
diction of turbulence quantities and combustion process.
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Figure 10. Influence of coefficient Ceps
UZ on the unburned zone turbulent kinetic energy (left) and on the
combustion progress (right); Engine 2 – Case 1Conclusions
The extension of a single zone k-e turbulence model to a two zone k-e turbulence
model for the zero dimensional approach applied in the cycle-simulation software has been pre-
sented. Since the isotropic and homogenous turbulent flow field is assumed, the implemented
k-eturbulence modelisapplied onlytothe high pressurecycle, fromthe intake valve closure till
the exhaust valve opening. In the development of the two zone model, a specific approach was
taken. Instead of modeling the turbulent kinetic energy of the burned and the UZ, equations of
the total turbulent kinetic energy and of the turbulent kinetic energy of the UZ are calculated.
The turbulent kinetic energy of BZ is then explicitly defined from the total and the turbulent ki-
netic energyoftheUZ.Sincetheturbulent quantities oftheBZdonot have influence onthecal-
culation procedure, the proposed simplified approach represents an effective, robust and
low-computational-effort solution. Similarly to the single zone model when the Ceps coefficient
is introduced to the dissipation rate equation, Ceps
UZ coefficient is introduced in the equation for
dissipation rate of the UZ, enabling the cycle-simulation model to be applied for both low and
high Reynolds numbers.
The single and two zone k-e turbulence models were validated with the results from
3-D CFD calculations of two engine geometries with different loads and speeds. Comparisons
ofturbulentkineticenergiesofdifferentmodeldomains(total,burnedandunburnedzone)show
very good agreement. The turbulence model is able to predict the quantities and profiles of the
mentioned values during compression, combustion, and expansion. The main disadvantage of
the implemented turbulence model is the specification of initial conditions for the turbulent ki-
netic energy and its dissipation rate at the beginning of the high pressure cycle. In the presented
model, the initial conditions are specified from the 3-D CFD results. Further work will include
the extension of the turbulence modeling to the gas exchange process as well.
A combustion model that uses the calculated turbulence values was validated by com-
paring the results of progress variables calculated by the 3-D CFD and by the cycle-simulation
software. These comparisons show very good agreement. When the single zone k-e turbulence
model is used, the wall-combustion burning model has to be employed so that the late stages of
combustion process can be correctly predicted. The application of two zone k-e turbulence
model shows significant improvement in the prediction of combustion using only the fractal
combustion model. The calculation of wall-combustion burning rate is in this case omitted be-
cause the flame propagation is defined by the turbulence of the UZ.
An approach in which the simplified modeling of SI combustion is supported by more
complex and precise models (3-D CFD) is also presented in the paper. The process of modeling
is in this case divided into the modeling of turbulence and the modeling of combustion which
uses the obtained turbulence values. This approach enables cross-referencing of the results ob-
tained by 3-D CFD and by cycle-simulation models. The sensitivity analysis performed within
thisworkshowedthattheinfluenceofthenewlyintroducedCeps
UZ coefficientoftwozone k-etur-
bulencemodelislow.Ifonewantstoobtainagoodprediction ofturbulence quantities aswellas
combustion process, more attention should be paid on the selection of coefficient Ceps.
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Nomenclature
C2 – coefficient, [–]
D3 – fractal dimension, [–]
ktot – total turbulent kinetic energy of the
– cylinder mixture, [m
2s
–2]
kUZ – turbulent kinetic energy of the unburned
– zone, [m
2s
–2]
kBZ – turbulent kinetic energy of the burned
– zone, [m
2s
–2]
Ptot – total production of the turbulent kinetic
– energy, [m
2s
–3]
PUZ – productionoftheturbulentkineticenergy
– of unburned zone, [m
2s
–3]
PBZ – productionoftheturbulentkineticenergy
– of burned zone, [m
2s
–3]
Dt – transition time from laminar to fully
– developed turbulent flame, [s]
u' – turbulence intensity, [ms
–1]
xB – burned mass ratio (= mBZ/m), [–]
w2 – weight function, [–]
Greek symbols
etot – total dissipation of the turbulent kinetic
– energy, [m
2s
–3]
eUZ – dissipationoftheturbulentkineticenergy
– of unburned zone, [m
2s
–3]
eBZ – dissipationoftheturbulentkineticenergy
– of burned zone, [m
2s
–3][19] Santavicca, D. A., et al., A Fractal Model of Turbulent Flame Kernel Growth, SAE paper 900024, 1990
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